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The VEF Virtual Series is an in-
itiative launched by the United 
Nations Industrial Develop-
ment Organization (UNIDO) 
in partnership with the Food 
and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO), United Nations Environ-
ment Programme (UNEP) and 
Sustainable Energy for All (SE-
forALL). 

Assembled in anticipation of 
the Vienna Energy Forum 2021, 
the VEF Virtual Series was de-
signed as a platform for dis-
cussion with the aim of pro-
viding recommendations and 
action-oriented solutions to 
assist countries in aligning their 
COVID-19 recovery efforts with 

inclusive and sustainable indus-
trial development. It produced 
eight virtual sessions per track, 
gathering selected represent-
atives from the private sector, 
academia, think tanks, non-gov-
ernmental organisations 
(NGOs), civil society organisa-
tions (CSOs), governments and 
international organisations.

Guided by the theme “Accel-
erating Energy Transition,” the 
2020/2021 edition of the series 
explored the pathways that 
stimulate demand and promote 
economic recovery in three 
end-use sectors: Food Systems, 
Industry and Products.

Energy-efficient products present an excellent, and proven, opportunity for countries to support their economic de-
velopment and energy security, achieve climate targets, support the alleviation of poverty, and improve important 
social issues such as gender balance and youth engagement at the same time. 

However, many challenges remain to fully realise the readily available benefits of energy efficiency (EE). During the 
discussions at the Vienna Energy Forum (VEF) Virtual Series, the topics around EE ranged widely. However, an overar-
ching set of topics emerged that centred on the challenges of progressing EE in developing countries, unlocking the 
greatest EE opportunities and some key recommendations. 

Executive Summary

The VEF Virtual Series culminates 
with the launch of three Policy Briefs 
that address the needs of develop-
ing countries and emerging econ-
omies, and unlock opportunities to 
pursue the energy nexus with each 
end-use sector. This Products Track 
Policy Brief provides the findings 
and recommendations of over 120 
leading experts that contributed to 
the VEF Virtual Series, representing 
different sectors, institutions and 
geographies.  
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Lack of awareness and information

Key enabling areas of government have shown a lack of awareness or willingness to engage. Infor-
mation is often unavailable about the market, technologies, usage patterns, the large savings avail-
able and more.

 Key Findings and
Recommendations

Limited capability and resourcing

A lack of capability exists at several levels, from policy development to technical implementation, 
market surveillance, enforcement and more. Institutional capability must go beyond policy into 
the ability to set up a robust structure for the implementation of policies through appropriately re-
sourced and focused strategic market transformation programmes. 

Affordability and limited finance 

Finance was mentioned often, from EE appliances being more expensive at the point of sale than 
less efficient appliances to the need for funds for running programmes, collecting information and 
providing incentives. Affordability in developing communities can be a key barrier.

Digitalisation technologies provide a suite of tools to gather information, provide information, con-
trol systems, support payments, increase inclusion, provide transparency and more. 

Innovative solutions and technologies also emerged to help overcome barriers, as well as examples of solutions that 
have proven successful:

International engagement works to support institutional, technical and policy capacity through an 
integrated, inclusive approach. 

Innovative finance opportunities and business models such as offering Energy-as-a-Service reduces 
the cost of entry of higher performance products effectively. 
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Introduction
Key areas for action are the buildings and appliances (en-
ergy-using products in buildings) sectors, which account-
ed for 30% of global final energy demand and the relat-
ed greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in 2017 and have 
increased by 20% since 20001. These sectors are key to 
achieving the objectives of the Paris Agreement and the 
individual actions of countries outlined in their Nationally 
Determined Contributions (NDCs). Usually, this involves 
targets for EE and renewable energy for the 2030 and 
2050 time horizons. 

A variety of tried-and-trusted tools, approaches and af-
fordable technologies exist to significantly reduce energy 
demand and emissions from buildings, lighting, appli-
ances, electrical equipment and transport. In the built 
environment, more aggressive appliance EE policies com-
bined with building design policies can reduce the energy 
intensity of residential buildings by 40% and commercial 
buildings by 50%2. 

The types of tools and policies that have proven success-
ful include minimum and higher energy performance 
standards (MEPS and HEPS) in the cooling sector (air 
conditioners/heat pumps, refrigerators, freezers, as well 
as natural and passive cooling options). In terms of the 
building envelope, building energy codes and design re-
quirements that minimise thermal gains, include passive 
cooling, improve movement flows, or include strong in-
sulation components reduce energy demand and work in 
tandem with highly efficient appliances to reduce overall 
energy demand and their related emissions. 

Innovative tools and strategies are emerging in the areas 
of finance and digitalisation that present strong opportu-
nities for demand reduction. Innovative policies are re-
quired to capitalise on the new opportunities. 

• Why are many countries not more actively implementing EE policies and supporting 
effective environments for EE deployment? 

• What are effective actions that can be taken by countries starting from a low base to 
kick-start EE progress and leapfrog technologies? 

• What levers can be pulled to support countries effectively? 

• Support policy capacity building to develop a cross-government integrated policy ap-
proach on energy and EE. 

• When looking at policy options, local and regional adaptation is essential.  This is 
particularly salient when considering the regional adaptation of MEPS of appliances 
and products.

• How can EE be introduced in COVID-19 recovery plans to support developing coun-
tries’ recovery? 

• Support economic recovery through proven, sustainable, locally adapted ‘home-
grown’ market-based solutions alongside innovative enabling finance. 

• Support economic recovery through Green Public Procurement, with measures 
such as having energy performance requirements in all government procure-
ment.

With the size of the opportunity in mind, and considering the availability of options and 
tools, the VEF Virtual Series focused on discussions that looked to answer questions in-
cluding:

Policy discussion and recommendations arising from the VEF Virtual Series to provide 
solutions for the questions above include:
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• Support local industry, capacity building or importing expertise that assists the 
development of an industry.

• International engagement and finance can play key enabling roles. However, stable, 
predictable regulatory environments increase project bankability and thus ensure 
the utilisation and effectiveness of EE solutions. 

• Support innovating thinking that capitalises on the advantages of digital technolo-
gies (e.g., Ghana EE App). Digital technologies provide some of the best potential for 
innovation and generating alternative business models for eco-efficient products.

• Harmonise policies, regulations and standards for easier, faster widespread adop-
tion, or develop regional blocks for more efficient implementation, thereby improv-
ing economies of scale and spreading the market transformation costs (e.g., the U4E 
model regulations). Build regional networks for information exchange and capacity 
support. 

• Support the implementation of the Energy-as-a-Service model, effectively and with 
low emissions.

• Support technical capacity including testing, surveillance and enforcement. Using 
regional approaches enables shared capacity among countries. Intelligence-sharing 
agreements can also be useful (e.g., testing reports shared with officials of a region). 
Countries do not have to start from zero. Tools have been developed using existing 
experience to support action. 

• Basic market monitoring and verification methods can be effective with sufficient 
local/regional capacity and international technical and funding support to help es-
tablish and maintain them. Ensure  agreements are in place to use the infrastructure 
(ideally through integrated product market transformation programmes). 

The global building stock is expected to nearly double from 223 billion m2 of floor area 
currently to 415 billion m2 of floor area in 2050. Energy consuming products and energy 
demand will increase accordingly, with the growth expected to be much higher in de-
veloping countries with high cooling demand. Figure 1 illustrates the growth of energy 
demand in households between 2015 and 2018 and the impact of EE. 

Residential energy intensity per square meter has been increasing by over 80% since 
2000, and non-residential buildings’ energy demand growth is outpacing residential de-
mand growth3. This demand is expected to continue to increase with population growth, 
economic development and the influence of climate change. This is especially the case 
as 860 million people without access to modern energy services around the world look 
to acquire them in the coming decades.

 Research Summary
and Results
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Increasing incomes in emerging and developing countries, such as those in Africa and 
Asia, are identified as one of the main drivers behind the increase in energy demand. 
With increasing incomes, fewer people live in the same household, while residential 
houses exhibit a higher floor area.

4  IEA (2019). Energy Efficiency 2019. 
5 IEA (2018). Energy Efficiency 2018: Analysis and Outlooks to 2040. 
6 GlobalABC (2019). Global Status Report 2019.

Encourage cross-government understanding of EE, its significant benefits and the need 
to develop targets, policies and programmes that are supported by and across all rele-
vant government agencies. This includes ensuring that the appropriate eco-efficient poli-
cies are effectively targeted at the local economy, that they are socially and gender-inclu-
sive and that they enable local industry, etc. Examples include LED lighting programmes, 
building and appliance MEPS, Green Public Procurement of higher performance prod-
ucts, financial supports and incentives, etc.

• Implementation and enforcement: Policy and resource support for relevant agen-
cies to enforce policies is essential because policies are often developed but not 
enforced.

Figure 1 - Drivers of residential building energy demand growth and the impact of EE from 2015 
to 2018 (IEA, 20194).

EE policy and Green 
Procurement 

Through the application of energy-efficient measures 
within buildings and appliances, it has been possible to 
save a cumulative 14 exajoules (EJ) of energy between 
2000 and 20175. However, the application of measures 
has been uneven across countries and sectors, with coun-
tries that have not implemented policies like MEPS at risk 
of becoming dumping markets for the worst performing 
products. Two thirds of countries do not have mandatory 
building codes in place6. For the buildings sector, support 
programmes are needed for the implementation of ef-
fective building codes, providing for the construction of 
passive-energy houses (PEH) and zero-energy buildings 
(ZEB), as well as to improve energy management in build-
ings. Developing countries in particular are concerned 
with the affordability of appliances decreasing or harm-

ing local industry through implementation of MEPS. It is at 
the same time important to educate, finance and include 
local industry in the market transformation process.

Capturing the benefits of EE is not just a good opportu-
nity but a necessity for most countries to achieve their 
climate targets. Some 40% of the GHG savings required 
to meet the Paris Agreement targets need to come from 
EE improvements. Further, EE provides multiple co-ben-
efits that will support countries’ recovery from COVID-19, 
improved strength of electricity markets and more. 

Supporting EE in developing countries is about generat-
ing an enabling environment that builds political will and 
supports entrepreneurs, market development and con-
sumer trust. This includes:
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Finance

Conclusions

Provide smart and sustainable finance options for developing markets to introduce ef-
ficient technologies at scale, support industry modernisation, etc. This framework must 
be built on a sustainable basis, rather than via subsidies. The measures should focus on 
zero-sum games, such as feebate schemes, carbon taxes, etc., redirecting the savings to 
the local consumer and economy. 

Communication and 
Education

Create market awareness with consumers that understand the benefits of EE, producers 
that aim to modernise and policy makers that promote an enabling environment.

Innovation and 
demonstration

Support the use of innovative product market transformation mechanisms and technol-
ogies such as digital technology. Digital technologies enable greater access to informa-
tion and education, greater control of energy systems and more and better data. Digital 
technology can generate big EE wins, and it supports the competitive and flexible growth 
of modern industry, infrastructure and transport.

Improved compli-
ance infrastructure 

Support the continued development of EE governance architecture including interna-
tionally harmonised EE standards programmes, product certification and registration, 
infrastructure for testing EE performance, and monitoring, verification and enforcement 
(MVE) strategies and programmes.

Achieving EE objectives and thereby climate objectives 
and the related co-benefits are directly linked to UN Sus-
tainable Development Goal 7 (SDG 7) to “Ensure access to 

affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for 
all.” This can only be achieved by creating a market that 
can provide options for all income levels.

Energy-efficient products are essential for countries to 
meet their climate targets and their associated social and 
economic benefits such as economic development and 
energy security, as well as to support the alleviation of 
poverty.  

While there are several critical barriers to the wider adop-
tion of energy-efficient products, there are proven strat-
egies, market tools and affordable technologies that can 
support countries to implement EE more widely.

A range of policy options have been successfully applied 

in different countries and regions, but the key is to de-
velop a sustainable enabling environment for a market 
transformation to much more energy-efficient products. 
During the VEF Virtual Series, more than 100 experts 
from around the world expressed wide-ranging opinions 
on the subject of energy-efficient products. Some impor-
tant patterns emerged highlighting the barriers to ener-
gy-efficient products, as well as some of the main areas 
of opportunity.

The key barriers include:

Lack of awareness and information 
Key enabling areas of government have shown a lack of awareness or willingness to engage. In-
formation is often unavailable about the market, technologies, usage patterns, the large savings 
available and more.
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Limited capability and resourcing 
A lack of capability exists at several levels, from policy development to technical implementation, 
market surveillance, enforcement and more. Institutional capability is essential, extending be-
yond policy into the ability to set up a robust structure for the implementation of policies through 
appropriately resourced, focused and strategic market transformation programmes. 

Affordability and limited finance 
Finance was mentioned often, ranging from EE appliances being more expensive to the need for 
funds for running programmes, collecting information and providing incentives.

• In developing countries, affordability can be a key barrier. Even though efficiency provides long-term cost 
reductions, there is a higher initial cost of entry, especially at the earlier stages before the more efficient prod-
ucts become the norm.

• Dumping of obsolete and inefficient products on markets with no or low energy-efficient appliance policies 
or programme capacities (usually developing countries) can also be a key barrier. Regional and international 
cooperation is essential in supporting anti-dumping regulations and in applying extended producer responsi-
bility requirements to prevent dumping. 

Some key areas of opportunity/recommendation include:

Implementation of MEPS, HEPS and la-
belling programmes 
These are relatively easy and inexpensive market-facing policy tools that not only benefit each 
country but, when they are added up regionally, can improve the entire global market for afforda-
ble, newer, more efficient technology. 

New financial mechanisms and incen-
tives 
These include the Energy-as-a-Service model, coupling finance for refrigerant transition under 
the Montreal Protocol with finance for EE for cooling products, and Green Public/Institutional 
Procurement as standard practices.

Digitalisation

Digitalisation provides a number of new tools for better control of products and the flow of mar-
ket information and finance, allowing new business models. Digital control systems integrated 
with efficient technologies can double energy savings in many cases.
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Regional cooperation programmes 

These can accelerate the implementation of effective EE product policies and their many related 
economic, environmental and social benefits through harmonised international standards, mar-
ket monitoring and regulatory enforcement.

Contextualising policies, services and 
financing to the right audience 
Ensure that what is developed and offered is relevant for the respective market. Energy-efficient 
product policies can also significantly improve the availability of reliable modern energy access for 
hundreds of millions of people. 

• Establish and maintain policy/regulatory environments for successful market 
transformation, including investment in Energy-as-a-Service, Green Public Pro-
curement and Energy Service Companies (ESCOs). Dedicated, sustained pro-
grammes for market transformation work need relatively very low funding and 
typically take five to ten years to fully transform national markets. Funding for 
programmes typically ranges from $1 million to $2 million per year per product 
sector, with the resulting recurring annual economic savings for all consumers, 
including business and government, an order or two of magnitude greater.  

• Set up cross-government consultation and cooperation for an effective integrat-
ed EE policy framework. For example, building energy codes should state clearly 
that passive design approaches that reduce energy needs must be combined with 
the installation of higher-performance, eco-efficient appliances and heating/cool-
ing products.

• Assess policy options with a view to ensuring affordability, from remediation of 
access barriers to information/education about lower life-cycle costs, and ensure 
local industry is able to adapt.

• Support the development of local higher-performance product capacity and 
businesses to improve economic development, increase employment and enable 
climate change target actions.  

• Join with neighbouring countries and regions to develop and implement regional 
programmes for more efficient products that can encompass a much larger mar-
ket demand, making them more affordable and attractive as an investment for 
consumers and institutional procurers, e.g., the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN), the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), 
Australia-New Zealand and the European Union. 

• Work together at regional and international levels to significantly reduce the cost 

 Policy
Recommendations
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of EE product policy design and implementation, thereby accelerating the de-
ployment of affordable eco-efficient products for everyone. 

• Do not start from zero. International initiatives and organisations have imple-
mented knowledge exchange and support programmes that provide informa-
tion, funding and programme experience to support developing counties. Exam-
ples of this include the Super-efficient Equipment and Appliance Deployment 
Initiative7  and United for Efficiency8.  

• Include EE in information and communications technology (ICT), the Internet of 
Things, 5G and the rest of our digital world in product policy because the demand 
for information technology and services is increasing rapidly. 

• Incorporate digital systems into electrical product policies to support more EE. 
If efficient Internet of Things and digital networks are introduced, products can 
generate even more energy savings with smart device management. For exam-
ple, switching to LED lighting typically can reduce electricity consumption by 50% 
in the buildings and commercial sectors, but smart lighting can increase savings 
even further – to 70% or more. 

• Encourage the use of eco-efficient and smartly connected products to ensure 
the optimal management of the electrical grid. Energy-efficient and smart appli-
ances can and should be the best allies of power grid stability and reliability and 
of decentralised, 100% renewable energy power networks.

As well as specific EE action, it is important to consider the current global context for 
delivering development policies and supporting inclusive growth. As such, the follow-
ing considerations are relevant for policy discussions and consideration at global fora:

• Avoiding short-term trade-offs between sustainability and economic growth is 
important. We must integrate sustainable approaches to energy supply and en-
ergy demand into COVID-19 responses. There is a small window to ensure that 
COVID-19 responses are resilient and integrate ambitious climate action. The eco-
nomic stimulus packages being deployed over the next 6 to 18 months must be 
strongly influential if the internationally agreed aim of limiting global warming to 
well below 1.5°C is to be met. By including energy-efficient cooling in COVID-19 
recovery packages, for example, governments can achieve many of the goals of 
their short-term stimulus objectives like creating jobs while also meeting their 
environmental commitments. 

• By setting ambitious priorities, forging coalitions and designing effective policies, 
it is possible to change the energy matrix into a sustainable, climate-friendly one 
in a generation. The choice of new technologies and the implementation of new 
solutions can only be achieved as part of well-defined priorities and targets, an-
chored in the need for change, political will and the commitment of the various 
stakeholders, not least the energy industry itself. We need to make our societies 
more resilient. We need green jobs, new investments and sustainable growth. We 
also need investors to demand that companies reveal their transition plans to 
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reach net-zero emissions.

• Adaptability and flexibility are key. The responses of different countries to the 
energy and climate challenges of our time differ according to their resource base, 
their access to finance and capital, their experience with new technologies, and 
the security of their energy supply. The need for a planned, inclusive, strategic 
systems approach to the sustainable energy transition is less obvious to many 
countries.

• The changes needed in the energy sector involve new technology and business 
models, new policy measures to foster EE, and new energy carriers and technol-
ogy shifts. All countries require consistent policies and a stable investment cli-
mate to see steady development of lasting markets for environmentally friendly 
products and services, but not all can provide these to investors.  Supporting de-
veloping and emerging economies to establish and maintain energy programmes 
that help in the fight against climate change while lifting people out of energy 
poverty at the same time is a key opportunity. Making climate-friendly energy 
technologies a priority in development assistance programmes is simply com-
mon sense.  

• It is clear that sustainability cannot be achieved at the country level alone. The 
rest of the world needs to travel in the same sustainable energy direction as the 
leading countries and regions. While significant improvements can and are un-
doubtedly being made in some places in EE, efforts must be ramped up and sus-
tained at the global level to ensure the energy sector transition actually occurs. 
Every international financial decision must take into account environmental and 
social impacts, proactively supporting climate compatible investment.  

• The VEF makes a vigorous call to governments, the private sector and civil society 
to make climate-friendly, low-carbon, energy-efficient products a priority. Only a 
few countries have explicitly highlighted all the required aspects of sustainable 
energy in their NDCs; even fewer have put EE measures in their stimulus pack-
ages. It is essential to let everyone know about the great opportunity we have and 
take advantage of the many good approaches that are available to bring about 
change.

• The VEF is working with the government of the United Kingdom, among others, 
to shine the global spotlight on EE at COP26 through the Energy Transition Cam-
paign with a dedicated ‘Product Efficiency Call to Action’. 
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Abbreviations
ASEAN  Association of Southeast Asian Nations

COMESA Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa

EE  Energy efficiency

EJ  Exajoule 

ESCO  Energy service company

GHG  Greenhouse gas

HEPS  Higher energy performance standards

ICT  Information and communications technology 

MEPS  Minimum energy performance standards

MVE  Monitoring, verification and enforcement 

NDCs  Nationally Determined Contributions

PEH  Passive-energy houses 

ZEB  Zero-energy buildings
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